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Abstract

The objective of this paper is to analyse the mutual interplay of multimodal features on the websites 
of European opera houses. Grounded in the methodology developed by John Bateman for layout 
structure, and in Gunther Kress and Theo van Leeuwen’s Grammar of Visual Design, the paper 
explores the interconnections between visual and verbal units on webpages and the application of 
Martinec and Salway’s model for image-text relations. Aiming to identify specific relations among 
multimodal elements and their role in meaning-making, the paper discusses the results of both 
qualitative and quantitative research focusing on seven acclaimed European institutions which 
offer highly visual websites with limited textual (purely verbal) features; the presentation of compa-
rable neoclassical ballet productions is a unifying element of the corpus. 

Keywords: genre, layout, multimodality, systemic functional linguistics, transitivity, visual design, 
website

This article is an output of the Student Grant Competition (SGS) project no. SGS10/FF/2017 Komu-
nikace napříč kulturami: lokální a translokální rysy žánrů online i offline - Communicating Across 
Cultures: Local and Translocal Features of Genres in Online and Offline Environments.

1. Introduction
The world of institutional presentations has undergone a profound transformation over the 
past few decades, reflecting changing communication practices in various social contexts. 
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New communication technologies and the spread of promotional features to the vibrant 
and dynamic world of ballet have given rise to a novel genre – opera houses’ online pres-
entations. Although dance performances may not be considered typically tradable prod-
ucts, the gradual promotionalization of institutional discourse has shaped communication 
practices in a field which once heavily relied on traditional ways of attracting potential 
spectators, such as leaflets and brochures, newspapers, and TV or radio advertising. More-
over, the affordances of new technologies enhance the inherently multimodal character of 
theatres’ promotional presentations, which effectively combine verbal and visual elements 
and provide a global and easily accessible platform which may offer new, stimulating 
forms of presentation to a much wider audience than ever before. 

The reshaping of institutional discourse and the change in its rhetoric – accompanied 
by a steady decline in the use of the verbal mode as well as the new emerging literacies 
enhanced by the World Wide Web – have inspired extensive research into multimodal 
features (both visual and verbal) and their role in meaning-making (Kress 2010; Kress 
& van Leeuwen 2006) as well as analytical methods for the description of multimodal 
elements (Bateman 2008, extended by Hiippala 2013; Thibault & Baldry 2006) and their 
interplay in both promotional and institutional discourse (Francesconi 2014; Tomášková 
2015, 2017). The research aim of the present article is therefore to expand the multimodal 
analysis into the novel genre of theatre websites and to explore the opportunities and con-
straints of applying models which were originally created for static printed documents. 

2. Methodological framework and corpus
The multimodal analysis of theatres’ websites is anchored in Halliday’s Systemic Func-
tional Linguistics and social semiotics, whose broad concepts satisfy the needs of analysis 
addressing a variety of semiotic resources and provide a solid framework for the method-
ologies applied in the present article. The multiplicity of modes – which, in line with Kress 
(2010, p. 79), are seen as “socially shaped and culturally given resource[s] for making 
meaning” – as well as the technological affordances resulting from the rise of new media 
require flexible analytical tools capable of responding to new literacies. 

The potential of the medium itself and new technologies is also stressed by Bateman, 
whose GeM (Genre and Multimodality) model serves in this analysis to describe the struc-
ture of a multimodal document. Bateman’s model is based on four main layers which 
enable a webpage to be described from different perspectives by cross-referencing across 
all four layers: base, layout, rhetorical and navigational (Bateman, 2008, p. 108). The 
layout layer proves particularly useful for studying the organisation of verbal and visual 
units (defined as Recognized Base Units by Bateman) on a webpage without assigning any 
particular function to their position. Both verbal and visual elements have the tendency 
to form larger structures (similarly to Thibault and Baldry’s spatially proximate clusters) 
and are supported by an underlying grid to unify viewers’ visual field and contribute to 
the regularity and rhythm of the webpage design (Bateman, 2008, p. 83). The exact posi-
tion of each verbal and visual element is presented in the area model, which serves as a 
basis for the present analysis to identify the adjacency of multimodal content that should 
be interpreted together. The websites in the corpus generally seem to prefer simple rectan-
gular area models, often with only one main central column for multimodal material and 
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vacant margin sides (see Figure 1 for the area model of the “Behind the scenes” section 
of the Dutch National Ballet company’s homepage) supporting the uncluttered design of 
webpages and drawing viewers’ attention to predominantly visual content.

Fig. 1: Area model of the “Behind the scenes” section (with the identifiers of individual layout/
rhetorical units) 

The interpretation of visual elements on the websites is based on Kress and van Leeu-
wen’s Grammar of Visual Design, which is anchored in Halliday’s Systemic Functional 
Linguistics and expands the theory to non-verbal communication. In accordance with Hal-
liday’s approach, Kress and van Leeuwen’s system draws on three metafunctions in human 
communication (ideational, interpersonal and textual) and presents its own taxonomy, 
referring to representational, interactive and compositional meanings respectively.  

With regards to the present analysis, the most relevant of the above-mentioned 
metafunctions is arguably the representational meaning, which refers to how a semiotic 
system represents objects, including relations among them “in a world outside the repre-
sentational system or in the semiotic system of a culture”. The representational meaning 
distinguishes between narrative processes, where participants in the visual material are 
represented as doing something and are connected by a real or imaginary vector, and con-
ceptual processes – which, on the other hand, represent participants in terms of their class, 
structure and meaning (Kress and van Leeuwen, 2006, pp. 45–47).

2.1 Martinec and Salway’s model
Although the analysis of visual material was not the central focus of the present article, it 
may be considered a stepping stone and an integral part of Martinec and Salway’s system, 
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which draws on the above-mentioned distinction between narrative and conceptual pro-
cesses in images and photos. The analysis of processes in verbal elements, on the other 
hand, is anchored in Halliday’s transitivity system (for more on this system see Halliday 
2004), which enables the original model to be applied for both paratactic and hypotac-
tic clause relationships also within their multimodal equivalents. Martinec and Salway’s 
taxonomy may thus focus on image-text relations where both modes are intertwined in 
semantics and form but not fully fused (Martinec and Salway 2005, p. 338). 

Their classification is based on two major subsystems, status and logico-semantic rela-
tions, which may combine independently and which draw on Barthes’ study of image-
text relations as well as expanding on Halliday’s system of logico-semantic relations. In 
his work, Barthes recognizes three different image-text relations that elements may enter, 
namely anchorage where text supports image, illustration where image explains text, and 
relay in which text advances the action by creating new meanings (Barthes, 1977, p. 41).

Within the status relation, images and texts are seen as unequal if one of them modifies 
the other, and therefore the modifying element is regarded as dependent on the modified 
one. Image-text status is considered equal if a whole image is related to a whole text and 
they either both provide the information in parallel (equal-independent status relation) or 
combine to form a larger whole (equal-complementary) (Martinec and Salway, 2005, pp. 
343–346).

The logico-semantic relations are anchored in Halliday’s distinction between projec-
tion (for events which have been represented and transferred in another mode) and expan-
sion, which is realized through elaboration, extension and enhancement. The elabora-
tion relation distinguishes between exposition (image and text are on the same level of 
generality) and exemplification (the levels of generality are different, with either text or 
image being more general). In extension images or texts might add new, related informa-
tion, and enhancement provides circumstantial classification (Martinec and Salway, 2005,  
pp. 349–351). An overview of status and logico-semantic relations can be seen in Figure 2:
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Fig. 2: Martinec and Salway’s model for status and logico-semantic relations

2.2 Corpus 
This article analyses the interplay between verbal and visual features of a new emerg-
ing genre: opera houses’ websites. The material involves a total seven institutions (Dutch 
National Opera and Ballet, Teatr Wielki – Opera Narodowa, Opéra National de Paris, 
Teatro alla Scala, Vienna State Opera, Mariinsky Theatre, Estonian National Opera) which 
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meet the requirements of providing a functional English version of the theatre’s website 
including an incorporated (not independent) ballet company’s webpage. The analysis of 
the websites is limited to the “gateway” pages, i.e. the ballet company’s homepages, and 
the selected production webpages. The corpus thus makes it possible to carry out a detailed 
qualitative analysis of webpages with a high occurrence of both verbal and visual ele-
ments but a contrastive communicative purpose. While “gateway” pages serve primarily 
as graphic and textual “appetizers” attracting readers to enter the website, a production 
webpage offers more detailed informative texts accompanied by a selection of visual and 
audio-visual features which enter into mutual relations. The corpus aims to maintain a 
degree of geographical diversity (including opera houses from both Eastern and Western 
Europe) while using three selected neoclassical ballet productions as a unifying element: 
Onegin choreographed by John Cranko, The Lady of the Camellias by John Neumeier and 
Marguerite et Armand by Sir Frederick Ashton. 

Only the websites’ content in English was included in the analysis; any material in 
the original language accidentally included in the websites was omitted. The small-scale 
corpus comprises 75 images and a total of approximately 6500 words from 14 different 
webpages (6 ballet companies’ homepages and 8 production webpages), and it consists of 
data retrieved between August 2017 and March 2018. 

The analysis presented here focuses strictly on the interplay of purely verbal elements 
(regardless of their syntactic structure) and static images (both staged and candid), exclud-
ing thumbnail gallery photos, webpage framing and material identified as navigational 
units by Bateman’s GeM model. i.e. units that do not primarily perform rhetorical func-
tions but rather link units across a webpage or website. The analysis follows Martinec and 
Salway’s classification of elements entering into the relations and identifies a paragraph 
as the largest unit of the text that can be related to images. It also applies the notion of a 
“whole text” that enters into status and logico-semantic relations with images. If a text is 
a paragraph, the units related to images need to be either independent clauses or hypotac-
tic clause complexes with all their processes, participants and circumstances; for clause 
complex/clause-size texts, the link between an image and a participant or circumstance of 
a text is sufficient. 

3. Research results: 
The application of Martinec and Salway’s above-mentioned taxonomy resulted in a quan-
titative survey of status and logico-semantic relations as well as a qualitative analysis of 
the major tendencies in the modes’ interplay and the roles that both verbal and visual ele-
ments might play. The resulting interconnection of the texts and images is presented sepa-
rately for status and logico-semantic relations in the following tables and commentaries:
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Status of the text and the image  
(Ballet homepage/production webpage)

Number of images                             50/25
Number of text-image relations          57/31
Equal status – Independent                       16/2
Equal status – Complementary               25/22
Unequal status  
Image subordinate   

16/7

Unequal status  
Text subordinate            

-/-

Table 1: Status of the text and the image – analytical results

3.1. Status relations
The unequal distribution of status relations (the clear dominance of equal-complementary 
status with only several instances of unequal-image subordinate) in Table 1 is determined 
by two major factors. Firstly, the unequal status relation is more likely to be used for top-
page and background photos which are accompanied by information-loaded introductory 
texts only through reference to the title of the production. While such a text-image combi-
nation was prevalent on the production webpages (where the links for interpretation may 
be seen as clear for the majority of viewers), the similar relation presented on the Teatr 
Wielki ballet company’s homepage to introduce the 2017/2018 season (compare Figures 3 
and 4: The Lady of the Camelias on the production webpage and on the ballet company’s 
homepage with the text excerpts) offers two possible interpretations. Firstly, the photo is 
likely to be decoded as an example of one of the season’s ballet productions mentioned 
in the text, and thus it enters the unequal-image subordinate relation in which the image 
might be interpreted only through the related text. It may, however, be argued that such a 
relation is only recognizable for readers with an extensive knowledge of dance, primarily 
due to the relative distance between the top-page image and the related text excerpt. Alter-
natively, the photo may serve exclusively as an illustrative image unrelated to the adjacent 
text; its meaning-making potential is therefore altered and the role of the photo changes 
from a specific visual element promoting a particular performance to a generic image rep-
resenting dance/ballet or possibly love and passion. 
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Fig. 3: Multiple status relations – equal-
complementary status between image and 
title; Unequal status – image subordinate: 
image and accompanying text (Teatr Wielki 
– Opera Narodowa)  

 

 

 

  

 

 
Fig. 4: Unequal status – Image dependent 
on text for interpretation (Teatr Wielki – 
Opera Narodowa) – position of the 
adjacent text adjusted 

 The discrepancy between the number of images and the relations with the text that 
they accompany reflects the tendency of visual and verbal elements to enter into multiple 
relations. The nature of these relations may vary: although the concurrent use of equal-
complementary and unequal-image subordinate relations formed a regular structure on 
the majority of the theatres’ production webpages, as shown above (see Figure 3), a more 
profound interplay of status relations linking images simultaneously to the main text and 
captions was limited to the Dutch National Ballet company’s homepage.
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Fig. 5: Multiple status relations – use of deictic 
expressions (Dutch National Opera and Ballet) 

 

 

Fig. 6: Use of deictic expressions 
not referring to status relations 
(Vienna State Opera)  
 

 
The “Behind the scenes” section of this webpage is introduced with the caption “In these 

videos, you can take a look…” (see Figure 1 for the area model of the section and Figure 
5 for an example of individual video-captions), where the deictic expression “these” refers 
to the four adjacent videos in an unequal-text subordinate relation. Simultaneously, each 
video enters into an equal-independent relation with its own short caption and functions 
as a semiotic transition directing readers straight from the caption text to the photo and 
subsequently to the video via the play button icon. The mutual interplay of heterogeneous 
verbal and audio-visual material within one layout unit reinforces the multimodal nature 
of the webpage as well as enabling the gradual unfolding of the website’s content through 
a network of interlinked hypertexts.

The salience of multimodal integration is also prominent on the Vienna State Ballet’s 
homepage as it opts for a regular layout supported by a modular grid which presents visual 
and verbal content in rectangular cells (see Figure 6 for an example of a cell). The clear 
uniform pattern (image + topic caption + introductory text) echoes the dominance of the 
equal-independent status relation on the webpage as well as the use of similar image com-
position: centre-oriented, very long shots with a whole body presented, taken from the 
eye-level perspective which is visually highly appealing and is likely intended to emu-
late the view from the best seats in the opera house – a vantage point which otherwise 
remains unattainable for the majority of spectators. The Vienna State Ballet’s homepage 
also revealed a tendency towards rather loose status and logico-semantic relations between 
images and introductory texts; this tendency appears very sporadic on other websites. The 
candid and staged images seemingly serve to present the extensive repertory of the com-
pany, with only little specific reference to accompanying texts, and thus they create a very 
weak semantic bond with some of the sections the texts introduce (such as e.g. News, Press 
or Institution).     
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The interconnection of individual verbal units, on the other hand, is further reinforced 
by inserted links which facilitate quick navigation across different levels of websites. The 
use of hyperlinks as a cohesive element enables readers to actively create their reading 
paths and explore the websites at their own pace and depending on their own interests. 
However, contrary to the Dutch ballet company’s homepage, the deictic expression “here” 
introducing the texts on the Vienna State Ballet’s homepage (see Figure 6) does not refer 
to any other multimodal material but directly to the hyperlink “more”, which functions 
purely as a navigational unit and thus does not enter into any kind of status (or logico-
semantic) relation.

3.2. Logico-semantic relations
Similarly to the status relations, the selected corpus shows a strong inclination to a rather 
limited range of logico-semantic relations modelling image-text interaction (namely exem-
plification-text more general and extension), as indicated in the table below: 

Table 2: Logico-semantic relations – analytical results

It may be argued that the clear dominance of the exemplification-text more general and 
exposition relations on the websites in the corpus results from the corresponding image-text 
combinations and the repetitive organisation of the material on the webpages. Moreover, 
the dominance of certain types of logico-semantic relations reflects the webpages’ com-
position (particularly prominent on the Teatr Wielki-Opera Narodowa and Vienna State 
Opera ballet companies’ homepages), using either illustrated forms of links accompanied 
by a short title or profile photos of dancers to help readers associate their appearance with 
the name, role or job position of a particular artist. The repeated use of certain types of 
relations further echoes the parallel structuring of the layout units and thus supports the 
visual unification of the websites’ layout. 

The logico-semantic relations may then be analysed as exemplification-text more gen-
eral for links where both symbolic and narrative images (see Figure 7) and their accompa-
nied texts are independent, with the images functioning as Carriers (a photograph of the 

Status of the text and the image  
(Ballet homepage/production webpage)

Number of text-image relations            57/31
Exposition 17/14
Exemplification  
Text more general                

17/2

Exemplification  
Image more general            

2/1

Extension 20/10
Enhancement 1/4
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company’s director) and the texts as Attributes representing the class to which the content 
of the visual material belongs (i.e. a member of the ballet company’s directorial team).

The links for the “Management” sections on the ballet companies’ homepages may also 
be presented through the exposition relation (compare Figure 7 with Figure 8), where the 
image and the text in the form of a nominal group play the role of Identifiers (a photo of 
a particular person) and Identified (the description of the person’s job position within the 
company, i.e. ballet director). The frequent repetition of the exposition relation for cast pro-
files (see Figure 9) moreover reflects the distinct communicative purpose of the production 
webpage. While the “gateway” pages primarily function to capture the attention of viewers 
and are rich in audio-visual elements (staged photos, videos, graphics) accompanied by 
only little textual material, production webpages aim to familiarise readers with a detailed 
description related to the “product” of the companies – which is expressed predominantly 
verbally, making it possible to develop and strengthen a bond with potential spectators.

An analogous tendency was revealed on the Dutch National Opera and Ballet’s web-
site, which – although offering a much wider variety of logico-semantic relations due 
to the more profound interplay of images and texts that enter into multiple relations – 
also presents a relatively high number of extension and exemplification-text more general 

Fig. 7: Exemplification-text more general  
(Opéra National de Paris) 

 

Fig. 8: Exposition – same level of generality 
(Teatro alla Scala) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 9: Exposition – same level of  
generality (Teatr Wielki – Opera 
Narodowa) 

              

Fig. 10: Illustrated link on a production 
webpage (Dutch National Opera and 
Ballet) 
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logico-semantic relations. The repetition of certain types of relations results from the regu-
lar combination of images and independent clauses/nominal groups which combine to 
present a particular performance and which function as visual and verbal appetizers that 
interweave the multimodal content. At the same time, they may be used as links to navi-
gate readers across the website, thus creating a hypertextual network that the readers may 
explore independently (see an image-text link for a related ballet piece on a production 
webpage in Figure 9).

The selected corpus of licensed produc-
tions also makes it possible to observe 
how identical ballet pieces may be pre-
sented on different opera houses’ web-
sites and the variety of relations into 
which an image from the very same 
production may enter. 
Both central top-page candid photos 
used to promote the Marguerite and 
Armand production at the Mariinsky 
Theatre and Vienna State Opera web-
sites share very similar traits (compare 
Figures 11 and 12).

 

Fig. 11: Multiple logico-semantic relations –  
enhancement and extension (Mariinsky Theatre)

Firstly, both images represent narrative pro-
cesses as they depict the participants in a very 
similar scene at the ball as doing something, 
i.e. performing an action (greeting and admir-
ing Marguerite, the main character of the bal-
let). Moreover, they include both the bidectional 
process between Marguerite and a main suitor 
(where the participants in the process react and 
influence each other) as well as secondary em-
bedded processes among the characters in the 
background. Regarding the photos’ composi-
tion, both images are centre-oriented, long (or 
very long) shots with the most salient elements 
placed in the middle of the image, which is seen 
from the eye-level perspective. In terms of log-
ico-semantic relations, however, they serve two 
contrasting purposes.

 

This evening is dedicated to "British chore-
ography": MacMillan, McGregor and Ash-
ton are three choreographers who represent 
the same dance tradition. "Concerto" opens 
in the neo-classical style, offering a great 
opportunity for demonstrating the danc-
ers’ virtuosity. "EDEN|EDEN" explores 
the charged relationship between man and 
technology. The final ballet "Marguerite 
and Armand" was created for Margot 
Fonteyn and Rudolf Nureyev and is now 
a classic example of the English art of 
dance [emphasis added].

Fig. 12:  Logico-semantic relations – ex-
tension of image with accompanying text 
(Vienna State Opera)

 

Fig. 11: Multiple logico-semantic relations – enhancement  
and extension (Mariinsky Theatre) 
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Although the enhancement logico-semantic relation proves rare on ballet companies’ 
homepages in the corpus, it serves aptly to qualify the images on production webpages 
in terms of their circumstantial meanings. The dates, times and places where produc-
tions are to be performed form a fundamental part of the information that is provided 
for future spectators also on the Marguerite and Armand production webpage (see Fig-
ure 11). The circumstantial expansion is also often accompanied by another type of 
logico-semantic relation – such as extension, where a new related piece of information 
is added to the content of the image especially regarding the cast or the choreographic 
and historical background of the production (compare Figures 11 and 12), and may thus 
contribute to even more elaborate and detailed interconnections of multimodal material.

4. Conclusion
The emerging genre of theatre websites provides challenging material for multimodal 
analysis. Straddling both institutional and promotional discourse, the opera houses’ web-
sites take full advantage of the technological affordances that the medium offers and em-
ploy a complete spectrum of multimodal features, ranging from staged and candid photos 
to GIFs, videos, podcasts, or even live streaming. 

Applying Martinec and Salway’s taxonomy to study the interplay between texts and 
images provided another step for the analysis of image-text integration on the webpages. 
Martinec and Salway’s model proved a suitable analytical tool, entirely compatible with 
the inherently multimodal character of the theatres’ websites and conveniently adaptable 
to identify the nature of the links between verbal and visual elements.

Occasional semantically weak and limited links were observed mainly between the 
introductory texts and images as well as illustrated links on the companies’ homepages 
which may be interpreted differently depending on the readers’ level of expertise in the 
field of dance. The material therefore offers a considerable variety of interpretations, rang-
ing from spectators decoding the mutual dependence of an image and its title in adjacent 
texts to instances where the photo may be regarded as illustrating the theatre’s repertory. In 
both cases the verbal and visual elements are mutually modified, contribute to the overall 
meaning, and further enable all intended groups of potential spectators to be targeted. 

The adjacency of image and texts not only facilitates the interpretation of their mutual 
relations; it also proves to have a profound influence on the structure of the websites. The 
rhythm and recurrence of the webpages’ layout affects the pages’ internal organization; the 
pages regularly employ similar status and logico-semantic relations, e.g. typically using 
illustrated forms of links where captions and images enter into an equal-complementary 
relation and perform the role of Identifier/Identified or Attribute/Carrier. While the links 
allow viewers to create their individual reading path and intertwine the verbal and visual 
material into a hypertextual network across websites, the interconnection of the photos and 
texts (contrary to expectations) does not extend across the individual webpage, thus being 
restricted to the adjacent units defined by Bateman’s area model. 

The tendency of multimodal material to enter into similar types of relations was like-
wise observed for nominal-phrase-length verbal elements. In accordance with Martinec 
and Salway’s taxonomy, a paragraph is seen as the largest unit participating in status and 
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logico-semantic relations, yet nearly half of the texts on the ballet companies’ homepages 
(23 out of 57) comprised maximum 5-word nominal phrases – usually referring to the 
names/roles of dancers – or illustrated links without any connection to larger grammatical 
structures. The nature of the above-mentioned relations may become a source of potential 
ambiguity in their classification and will very likely require necessary adjustments in fur-
ther research.   

The small-scale analysis presented here confirms the potential for the application of 
Martinec and Salway’s model to a specifically selected corpus of European theatres’ web-
sites. However, due to the highly limited verbal content entering into relations with images 
and the very diverse visual realisation of the individual websites, it also emphasizes the 
need for further research of various categories of webpages as well as a more adaptable 
tool for the analysis of current audio-visual features such as GIFs.
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